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The tour includes:

- 4 x night accommodation in the Chianti Valley,

including buffet breakfasts

- 3 x night accommodation in a castle overlooking

Assisi, including buffet breakfasts

- Transportation by private, deluxe AC bus, as per the

itinerary

- Private English-speaking tour leader, including

meals & lodging with the group

- Traditional welcome dinner at the hotel, including a

glass of wine, water and and espresso

- Saffron-themed lunch at a farmhouse in the

countryside

- Gelato tasting in San Gimignano

- 3 hour private, guided walking tour of Florence

- Lampredotto beef panino sandwich at the Central

Market in Florence

- Cantucci & Vin Santo tasting in Chianti

- Traditional dinner in a castle, including tasting of

local products and wine

- Wine tasting at a historic estate in Montepulciano,

accompanied by traditional local snacks

- Visit to an ancient Umbrian olive oil mill for a

tasting and cooking course with lunch

- 2 hour private, guided walking tour of Assisi,

including entrance to St. Francis’ Basilica

- Truffle hunt in the Umbrian countryside

REQUEST A QUOTE AND A CUSTOMIZED

ITINERARY!

Prices:

01-03-2024 - 11-15-2024 - 4* Hotel

per person in a double/twin room from 1129 €

Tuscany & Umbria | Culinary Tour – Tasty

Tuscany & Unspoiled Umbria - 8 Days

From the fairy-tale hilly countryside of Tuscany to the lush,

unspoiled vegetation of Umbria

Enjoy hand-picked culinary experiences in two different

regions

A perfect blend of spectacular scenery, culture and delicious

cuisine

 

If you love art, awe-inspiring landscapes and above all Italian cuisine, our

tour based in two gourmet paradises set between medieval towns, rolling

hills covered in vineyards and historical castles is a must. Our itinerary gives

you a taste of everything that makes Tuscany and Umbria famous, from

inspiring fresh produce and local wines, hands-on cooking classes and truffle

hunting to vibrant food markets and other unforgettable culinary

experiences. Buon appetito!

 

SUGGESTED ITINERARY - GET IN TOUCH FOR A CUSTOMIZED TOUR!

Day 1 | Arrival (D)

Upon arriving in the Tuscan countryside, enjoy a welcome dinner at the hotel, including

wine and an espresso.

Day 2 | San Gimignano & Volterra with a saffron-based lunch (B|L|T)

The excursion today brings you to a family-run farm specialized in saffron production. It

is said that the sought-after Asian spice was imported to Italy in the thirteen century by

a Dominican friar. After learning about the history of its cultivation in Italy during the

visit of the property, we will enjoy a light lunch prepared with the unique ingredient.

Then the private bus will take us to San Gimignano. Sometimes referred to as “The

Manhattan of the Middle Ages” , the old center is characterized by its many towers. We

will do a walking tour with a private guide who will explain how local families

competed in creating them as a way of demonstrating their wealth and importance. At

the end of the tour we will stop to try the award-winning gelato of Mr. Dondoli.

Day 3 | Florence & its street food classic, the lampredotto panino sandwich

(B|L)

Today we will tour Florence. The guide will do a walking guided tour of the Renaissance

city and its most important sights (entrance to the Palazzo Vecchio, the Accademia or

the Uffizi can be organized upon request and with an additional charge) before

concluding at its historic Central Market. Taste the lampredotto sandwich paired with a
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glass of local wine before having some free time to stroll the city and stop for a coffee

along the Arno in the afternoon.

Day 4 | Chianti & traditional Tuscan dinner served with paired wines in a

castle (B|T|D)

With its iconic round bottle, Chianti is more than a fabulous wine, it is a marvelous

Tuscan region. We will enjoy the winding, country roads lined with cypresses passing by

the vineyards in the rolling hills, and stop for a tasting at a wine cellar to try the Vin

Santo, a dessert wine paired with delicious cantucci cookies. Dinner today will be served

in the unique setting of a castle in Chianti. We will taste some delicious Tuscan dishes,

revisited with taste and refinement and accompanied by a full bodied Chianti, and

rounded off with an amber colored dessert wine, Vin Santo.

Day 5 | Transfer to Umbria with stop in Montepulciano (B|T|D)

Medieval Montepulciano and its “vino nobile” is ensconced in the reveries that slowly

give way to the surrounding Tuscan countryside over which it reigns supreme. Rising

above the undulating hills and the other glorious vineal varieties the region proffers,

the wine made on the tuff mountain has always been regarded as a drink destined for

nobles. Just below the city’s soil lie a series of wine cellars with cathedral-like vaulted

ceilings chisled into the rock over centuries. We will descend into the cool, semidarkness

while the scents of wood, earth and fruit envelope us as we do our visit and tasting of

the renowned vino in the historic heart of what lends the unique place its heritage.

Afterwards we will transfer to Umbria and check into the group’s new hotel.

Day 6 | Assisi, olive oil & cooking class (B|T|L)

Today we will visit an ancient olive oil mill to do a tasting and cooking course. We will

enjoy the hearty lunch we prepare before going to the heart of Assisi for a private

guided walking tour of the serene city. The serene city is not only home to a number of

UNESCO World Heritage sites, it is a UNESCO World Heritage site. The licensed, private

guide will lead us to see the areas pilgrims have flocked to for centuries. We will enter

the Basilica di San Francesco, a UNESCO protected site for its cultural and historical

importance.

Day 7 | Walking through the Borghi & truffle hunt (B|L)

Today we will have the opportunity to endeavor a truly unique experience: truffle

hunting with Antonio and his tuber-sniffing dogs. After searching the woods and

working up a nice appetite, we will dine on a truffle-based lunch prepared by the family

hosting the adventure. In the afternoon the private bus will take us to the neighboring

villages to see the sweet simplicity of the charming, historic houses and shops.

Day 8 | Departure (B)

After a lovely week of new memories made, we will depart for home today.

4* Hotel

Accomodation in 4* Hotel
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